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Report On Dushera Celebration
Venue for the Activity:- Assembly Ground
Date:- October 6th ,2018
In charge:- Ms.Kanika Singh
Summarized Content:As per the Hindu mythology, the season of October – November is a period of
celebration for ten continuous days which shows the triumph of good over the evil
and marks the beginning of winter season. These nine days are religiously celebrated
as Navratras followed by the Dushehra celebration on the tenth day. The festival is
enjoyed with zeal and enthusiasm throughout the country. It particularly marks the
victory of Lord Rama over Ravana eventually letting him attain moksha and
rationalizing the fact to people that evil cannot resist the cycle of karma for a longer
time.In continuation to the celebration of the occasion and inheriting the traditional,
religious and customary values into the children, Bhartiyam International School,
Rudrapur made another effort by celebrating the festival in its premises on Oct 16,
2018. The celebration took place in presence of the directors Mr. Bharat Goel, Mr.
Gurjeet Singh Kamra and all other dignitaries, staff and students. The function
commenced with a melodious bhajan ‘Jai Raghunandan jai Siyaram’ presented by
the choir under guidance of Ms. Swati Ray.It was further followed by some of
important scenes of Ramayana like ‘Sita Swayamwar’, “Shri Ram vanvas’, “Bharat
milap’, ‘Kewat-Ram samwad’, ‘Shabri k prabhu shri Ram’, ‘Ravana Vadh’ and “Ram
Rajyabhishek’. The scenes were so beautifully presented by the students that it
mesmerized the audience and recollected the memories of our scriptures and epics
in our heart and soul. It was finally ended with Ravan dahan. It was a majestic
program which everyone enjoyed. It was made successful in the guidance of Ms.
Mansi Sharma, Ms. Rashmi Saxena, Ms. Swati Ray and Mr. Vishal. The whole
program was hosted by senior secondary students Tanurima Singh and Sarthak
Punetha.
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